
Small Xʼmas on your hand “Miniature Exhibition” from November 30th 
Tree, illumination and new winter artworks 

 
BACON CO., LTD., host of the popular “Neko Break Exhibition” with more than 
500,000 visitors, is going to hold the joint photo and goods sales of “The world of 
miniature photo exhibition” in TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO (Asakusabashi, 
Tokyo) for the first time from Friday November 30th 2018 to Tuesday December 
25th. In addition to winter taste new artworks, there will be illumination spot in 
miniature size! 
 

 
URL : http://tgs.jp.net/event/miniature-aw 

 
 
■Whatʼs “The world exhibition of miniature photos”? 
A miniature model that is so sophisticated that it looks like real. Each artwork 
contains the detailed world view of the creator. Though you may think itʼa photo 
but actually, it was a fake fabricated world. In this exhibition with photo artworks 



and 3D artworks at the same time, visitors would wonder in the world of miniature. 
You can take photo in the exhibition so you can take your original photo from 
various angles and upload to your SNS. 
 
In this exhibition, there will be new participants such as “Koharu” ( ＠
kasuga_maru) with more than 70,000 Instagram followers and Atelier Enchanter 
(＠atelier_enchanter) with beautiful tole paint artworks in addition to “Rikko” (＠
mysiderikko) with more than 50,000 Instagram followers and Teihen Salary man 
(＠minitoru87) popular on SNS who will continue to exhibit. With new artworks 
of winter taste, there will be 3D miniature artworks. Most of the exhibited 
artworks are on sale so if you have one that you like, you can purchase it. Also, 
there will be Christmas limited version of Hikarinohana (＠hikarino87) popular 
with wearable miniature food will be on site. 
There will be a gift of original Christmas card for the first 2,000 visitors. 
 
■ Canʼt resist to eat!? For the first time, a rare miniature food creation video will 
be exhibited! 
In the special corner on site, there will be the making video of miniature food such 
as fruits and Taiyaki by Sweet Palette nana! You can watch the technique of 
miniature making! 
 
■ “The world of miniature photo exhibition” original illumination. 
Miniature house lighted up by Christmas tree etc. You can take and share your 
original photo!  
 
■ Letʼs experience miniature creation! There will be popular workshops! 
Instructor: K.C.Factory 
Creation: Miniature Christmas wreath 
Fee: 1,800 JPY 
Date: Wednesday December 5th, Friday 7th, Saturday 8th and Saturday 15th 
 
Instructor: Morinoie Kobo 



Creation:  Winter miniature garden 
Fee: 1,800 JPY 
Date: Sunday December 9th, Wednesday 12th, Friday 14th, Wednesday 19th, 
Friday 21st and Sunday 23rd 
 
 

Please visit the official website for more details! 

URL : http://tgs.jp.net/event/miniature-aw 

 
 
 
【Exhibition outline】 
Exhibition Name: The world of miniature photo Winter 2018 
Date:  Friday November 30th 2018 to Tuesday December 25th, 11:00-
19:00 
Closed:  Mondays (Open on December 24th *No compensating holiday) 
Site:  TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO 
  5-27-6-5F Asakusabashi, Taitoku, Tokyo 111-0053 
Fee:  500 JPY/Free for children of 3-year-old or under 
Exhibitors: 18(plan) 
Host:  BACON CO., LTD. 
 
 
■Whatʼs BACON CO., LTD? 
We suggest exhibition project with aims such as holding/suggesting/promoting 
high-quality exhibition in and out of Japan, increasing visitors and improving 
image. We produce event from negotiation with creators, interior/exhibition 
layout, print of artwork to advertisement. 
http://www.bacon.in.net 



 
■What`s “TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO “ 
Opened in July 2014 in Asakusabashi. With the objective to transfer Art, done 
numerous projects such as 
“Ambiguous☆Beauty Girl Art Exhibition”, “Changing Ruins VS Factory Night 
View where you can actually visit 
Exhibition” and “Snub Nose Exhibition”. “The World of Thigh Photos Exhibition” 
in Golden Week 2016 had more 
than 15,000 visitors in total. Its representative exhibition “Neko-Break Exhibition” 
gained more than 500,000 visitors 
in total including local visiting exhibitions within 2 years after opening. One of 
the best galleries in Tokyo making 
news. Opening new gallery in Nagoya in September 2017. Projects and planning 
are all done by Yuki Asaoka, the creative director. 


